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Innovative functions built upon cutting-edge technology

The ArtemiS suite is an integrated software solution from HEAD acoustics that allows you to perform virtually any task in the area 

of sound and vibration analysis. Enjoy the modern look and feel and the sophisticated concept, where all applications interact 

with each other perfectly.

The ArtemiS suite combines tools for sound and vibration analysis, structured data management and reporting. The applications 

are embedded in a straightforward, easy-to-use interface that allow you to switch between them seamlessly. The fresh design 

and innovative operation create a consistent operating environment that ensures an efficient and structured workflow. Try it by 

beginning with a “Get started” introduction that guides you, step by step, with your first projects.



Sophisticated concept
The ArtemiS suite now integrates more functions in one system with the possibility to add future applications as they are developed. 

Use the ArtemiS suite to perform basic analysis tasks, and to continue using tools known from the familiar ArtemiS 12. The 

complete scope of functions of ArtemiS 12, as well as new applications, will be integrated into the new software suite step by 

step. In parallel, you can still use the functions of ArtemiS 12 to do your work as you did before.

A consistent use of state-of-the-art software technologies makes the ArtemiS suite fit for the future. Protect your investment and be 

optimally prepared for future operating system architectures.

Thanks to the modular design of the software, custom systems tailored to your needs can be created in a flexible way. Combined with 

recording front ends and playback units from HEAD acoustics, you get a complete, perfectly matched system from a single source.





Benchmark vs. Complained Vehicle



The solution for a wide range of applications

The ArtemiS suite provides you with an integrated system solution for sound and vibration analysis. The software is also 

optimally suited for troubleshooting and sound engineering in the noise and vibration area. The ArtemiS suite can be used for 

sound optimization and sound design for technical products, the evaluation of environmental noise and many other purposes.

The ArtemiS suite supports you with

signal and system analysis in the time and frequency domain

sound and vibration analysis

interactive analysis accounting for subjective perception

tasks in the area of psychoacoustics

multi-channel data acquisition via the HEAD Recorder



Easy handling and attractive design

The ArtemiS suite allows you to perform entire workflows within a single, function-oriented software interface – from task definition 

to presentation-ready reports and archiving of the data. Thanks to the consistent software environment, you can solve even 

complex tasks quickly and easily by seamlessly switching between a wide range of different tools.

The ArtemiS suite is based on state-of-the-art technologies and will optimally support you in your work today and in the future. 

The software solution is continuously extended by new applications, allowing you, for example, to use automated workflows to 

facilitate repetitive measurement and analysis tasks. The broad design of the software structure allows for a seamless integration 

of future developments as well as customer-specific adaptations.
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User-friendliness redefined
The ArtemiS suite is characterized by its consistent, intuitive and modern operating philosophy. You can simply drag and drop your 

data into various applications. Diagrams can be directly edited, too. Convenient functions, such as zooming with the mouse or 

the “magnet” function of the Data Marker for marking points of interest on curves, make your work even more straightforward.  

Check out the clearly structured and user-friendly interface, in which you can handle your functions, workflows and tools. It supports 

you in seamlessly performing all your different work tasks. Relevant measurement results and other data are integrated in the 

convenient tree structure of the HEAD Navigator.





Playback
What you see is what you hear. With the Player, you can listen to your signals directly in the ArtemiS suite. Besides using the 

Mark Analyzer or the Signal Editor, you can even create your own playlists. You can switch between applications and activate the 

playback of the corresponding signal.

Data management
Keep an overview of your data structures. With the ArtemiS suite, you can benefit from all the advantages of structured data 

documentation. You can easily create the documentation that is essential for structured data management, and use it for quick 

searches and navigation within your data sets. Your reporting process is facilitated as well by direct access to your documentation.



We do our job in order to support 
you even better:

The ArtemiS suite accompanies you from
data acquisition to evaluation



HEAD Recorder
Use the HEAD Recorder software for data acquisition – it optimally supports you in recording your data, regardless of the number 

of channels and no matter which of the front ends supported by HEAD acoustics you choose. The HEAD Recorder is easy to use, 

programmable and equipped with various real-time display functions, such as FFT vs. Time, for monitoring your data during the 

measurement process.



Data analysis
For data analysis, the required time-domain data and tools are displayed in easy-to-use Pools within an ArtemiS suite project, 

where they can be selected and linked to each other via checkboxes. More than 60 different analysis functions are available for 

examining your signals. The scope of functions include well-known, standardized methods, such as level calculation, FFT and 

octave analysis, the calculation of transfer functions and the determination of psychoacoustic parameters, as well as unique 

analysis methods like the “Relative Approach”. For special applications, many more options are available.



Data Viewer
With the Data Viewer, you can display time-domain data and analysis results in one or several diagrams. The Data Viewer is easy 

to use and offers a wide range of display options. Thanks to the flexible configuration possibilities, you can adjust and modify your 

data representation in a straightforward way. The clearly arranged window helps you to understand and use the many “Result 

Routing” options quickly and easily.





Mark Analyzer
The Mark Analyzer is an efficient tool for interactive analysis and playback of time-domain data. What you see is what you hear. 

While you play your data, a playback cursor shows the current playback position in the diagrams. The Mark Analyzer allows 

time-domain files to be analyzed in detail. With the playback dialog, you can play both airborne and structure-borne sound 

exactly as it was recorded or you can optionally select different volume levels.

For detailed signal analysis, you can use interactive filter elements. Since you can immediately see and hear the effect of applied 

filters, you can easily identify prominent noise components and define target sounds. With the filters, you can verify which 

properties influence the sound impression, and thus determine modifications for sound optimization.



Powerful reporting
Facilitate and accelerate your process for documenting repetitive, automated measurements with the integrated reporting functions 

of the ArtemiS suite. That way, you are optimally prepared for both the communication with co-workers and customers and for 

archiving your measurement results. When creating text blocks, you can have information from your measurement documentation 

inserted automatically – thus the data management functions available in the analysis software not only accelerate the creation 

of detailed, informative reports, they also help you with convenient search and other database functions.



You can use various report templates and quickly customize them if needed. Your templates can be automatically populated with new 

calculation results from the Pools. With a few mouse clicks, you can create placeholders and link them to diagrams, images, structured 

documentation, logos, custom texts etc. After completion, your reports can still be edited manually, allowing you to change texts, 

images and curves in diagrams. For an optimal presentation of your results, you can easily export your report to PowerPoint®.



For you. For the team. For mobile use. For everyday work.
For special tasks. ArtemiS suite licenses and modules

The ArtemiS suite offers you versatile network solutions. Its licensing options provide you with the highest flexibility for managing 

your ArtemiS suite licenses. Take advantage of the benefits. Use your licenses within the company network, or let the network 

server temporarily lend them to mobile computers to be used outside the network. Enjoy total freedom of ArtemiS suite access 

no matter where you are working.

Stay flexible





MDM software extensions:
Integrate the ArtemiS suite into the data structure of your company.

MDM (Measurement Data Management) is an extendible, distributed software system for managing test data in CAT-related 

departments. It offers you organized data storage thanks to a standardized data model tailored to the particular requirements of 

your company. The software extension “MDM Recording” supports MDM measurement orders via an XML interface. It is used by 

the HEAD Recorder for importing and executing task files created by the MDM client. The software extension “MDM Analysis” 

allows you to connect your ArtemiS suite application to the existing MDM client. With this module, you can import the MDM 

shopping basket and the predefined ODS sessions. Use the software system to create a flexible and consistent structure around 

your complex measurement and data management tasks.

The ArtemiS suite modules (ASM):
everything you need – and a little more.

Decide upon the scope of your ArtemiS suite functions. The software has a modular design. With the Basic Framework module 

and additional modules of your choice, you can configure your own personal system – from recording and analysis to playback 

and documentation. Choose the most efficient solution and adapt the ArtemiS suite to fit your needs.



Software options
ASM 00 (Code 5000) – ArtemiS suite Basic Framework
ASM 01 (Code 5001) – ArtemiS suite Basic Analysis Module
ASM 02 (Code 5002) – ArtemiS suite Basic Report Module
ASM 03 (Code 5003) – ArtemiS suite Data Base Module
ASM 04 (Code 5004) – ArtemiS suite Data Acquisition Module
ASM 11 (Code 5011) – ArtemiS suite Advanced Playback Module
ASM 12 (Code 5012) – ArtemiS suite Psychoacoustics Module
ASM 13 (Code 5013) – ArtemiS suite Signature Analysis Module
ASM 14 (Code 5014) – ArtemiS suite Octave Analysis Module
ASM 15 (Code 5015) – ArtemiS suite System Analysis Module
ASM 16 (Code 5016) – ArtemiS suite Advanced Psychoacoustics Module
ASM 17 (Code 5017) – ArtemiS suite Advanced Analysis Module
ASM 19 (Code 5019) – ArtemiS suite Advanced Filters Module
ASM 20 (Code 5020) – ArtemiS suite Signal Editor Module
ASM 21 (Code 5021) – ArtemiS suite Signal Generator Module
ASM 22 (Code 5022) – ArtemiS suite Advanced Report Module
ASM 23 (Code 5023) – ArtemiS suite Advanced Import & Export Module
ASM 24 (Code 5024) – ArtemiS suite CAN Bus Data Acquisition Module
ASM 25 (Code 5025) – ArtemiS suite MDM Recording Module
ASM 26 (Code 5026) – ArtemiS suite MDM Analysis Module
ASM 27 (Code 5027) – ArtemiS suite Calculation Module



The at a glance

Optimal software solution for sound and vibration analysis
Perform your tasks efficiently by acquiring, analyzing, evaluating and documenting your measurement data with the ArtemiS suite.

Straightforward data management and easy data documentation
Consistent documentation and cross-linking of important information are the foundation of easy-to-use data structures and 

storage. Take advantage of these functions with the ArtemiS suite to optimize your workflow.

Intuitive handling and user-friendly interface
Start measuring and analyzing without a steep learning curve. The settings of the individual applications can be quickly and easily 

adapted to individual measurement tasks and can be saved as favorites if needed. The consistent operating philosophy ensures 

that your workflow is as efficient as possible.



Acoustic playback
The ArtemiS suite allows you to hear and analyze your signals at the same time. The acoustic impression helps you to reliably 

identify sound problems or to define target sounds.

Easy and powerful reporting
Use standardized or custom layout templates for a consistent look and feel when communicating with co-workers or customers, 

or for archiving your measurement results, which can also be exported to other file formats.

Modular system design
Adapt the scope of your software to specific requirements and special measurement tasks with a choice of individual ArtemiS suite 

modules (ASM).

Software maintenance and support  
Protect your investment with a maintenance contract, which provides you with automatic yearly updates to new software releases. 

We guarantee you premium support by our trained specialists assisting you with all your operational and application questions.
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